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Abstract

In this note, a recent work in Won (2011) which investigates properties of the newsvendor model under progressive 

multiple discounts is revisited and a complete proof is provided for the conjecture on the consistent advantage of 

progressive multiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the expected profit. The proof considers the generalized 

newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts extended with positive shortage cost and salvage value which 

have not been considered in the previous newsvendor models under progressive multiple discounts. Without relying 

on derivatives, we prove that the expected profit under progressive multiple discounts are consistently greater than 

or equal to the one under no-discounts for every order quantity as far as her multiple discounts do not decrease 

customer demand, and therefore, the optimal expected profit under progressive multiple discounts is always greater 

than or equal to the one under no-discounts. As by-products from the proof, some interesting features of the general-

ized newsvendor model under progressive multiple discounts are revealed.
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1. Introduction

Khouja [3, 4] formulated an extended news-

vendor problem under progressive multiple dis-

counts and used a numerical example to show 

that multiple discounts provide larger optimal 

order quantity and higher expected profit than 

using no-discounts. Recently, Won [11] has in-

vestigated properties of the newsvendor model 

under progressive multiple discounts and pre-

sented a proof of the consistent advantage of the 

newsvendor model under progressive multiple 

discounts over no-discounts in terms of the risk-

less profit. However, the consistent advantage of 

the newsvendor model under progressive multi-

ple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the 

expected profit is presented as a robust con-

jecture with experimental results based on a va-

riety of probability distribution of demand.

In this note, an easy alternative proof of the 

consistent advantage of progressive multiple dis-

counts over no-discounts in terms of the riskless 

profit is presented by adopting derivative-free 

approach. Unlike previous newsvendor models 

under progressive multiple discounts assuming 

zero shortage cost and salvage value, our model 

considers positive shortage cost and salvage 

value. As by-products from the proof, some in-

teresting features of the generalized newsvendor 

model under progressive multiple discounts are 

revealed.

As can be seen in the next section, complicated 

mathematical expressions for the expected profit 

and cost of the newsvendor facing progressive 

multiple discounts prevent from adopting de-

rivative-based approach for the purpose of prov-

ing the consistent advantage of progressive mul-

tiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of the 

expected profit. Encouraged by the benefit from 

a derivative-free approach for proving the con-

sistent advantage of progressive multiple dis-

counts over no-discounts in terms of the riskless 

profit, we provide a complete proof of the con-

sistent advantage of progressive multiple dis-

counts over no-discounts in terms of the ex-

pected profit without using derivatives. 

Our proof is motivated by a recent trend in 

which the optimal order quantity is derived with-

out using derivatives, such as in determining 

economic order quantity [2, 5, 7, 9, 10]. Because 

our proof shows that using multiple discounts 

results in constantly higher or equal profit than 

using no-discounts for every order quantity, the 

retailer can safely implement multiple discounts 

for customers even if she may not order the opti-

mal quantity due to the realistic restriction such 

as budget or warehouse capacity limit as far as 

her multiple discounts do not decrease customer 

demand. Higher optimal expected profit of pro-

gressive multiple discounts over no-discounts 

follows immediately as a by-product of our proof. 

In addition, since our proof considers with the 

generalized newsvendor model under progres-

sive multiple discounts extended with shortage 

cost and salvage value which have not been con-

sidered in the previous newsvendor models un-

der progressive multiple discounts, it can in-

crease practical usefulness of the decision based 

on the result obtained from the proof.

The note is organized as follows. In section 2, 

notation and definitions are introduced and pre-

vious related work is described briefly. Section 

3 provides rigorous proofs for the consistent ad-

vantage of progressive multiple discounts over 

no-discounts in terms of the riskless profit and 

expected profit. The last section gives a sum-
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mary of the note and a suggestion for future 

research.

2. Notation and Related Work

2.1 Notation and Definition

To prove the consistent advantage of pro-

gressive multiple discounts over no-discounts, 

we define the following notation：

  = number of discounts offered by the retailer

  = retailer order quantity

  = unit selling price during the kth discount pe-

riod,   ⋯  ⋯  ,     ⋯ 

  = purchasing cost per unit

  = shortage cost per unsatisfied unit 

  = salvage value per unsold unit,  

  = fraction of realized demand at the regular 

price that can be additionally sold by dis-

counting the product to price   offered by 

the retailer in the kth discount stage,  

 ⋯ 

  = number of periods for which the first mul-

tiple discounts are profitable

     = nonnegative cost of underestimating 

demand in the kth discount stage, 

   ⋯ 

    = nonnegative cost of overestimating 

demand in the kth discount stage, 

   ⋯ 

  = random variable denoting the demand,

  = realized value of random variable , ≤≤∞

  = probability density function of 

  = cumulative distribution function of 

    = retailer cost of underestimating and 

overestimating demand for order 

quantity Q  given demand   under 

no-discounts

   = retailer profit for demand   and order 

quantity Q under no-discounts


   = retailer cost of underestimating de-

mand for order quantity Q under 

demand   in the kth discount stage,

   ⋯ 


   = retailer cost of overestimating de-

mand for order quantity Q under 

demand   in the kth discount stage, 

   ⋯ 


   = retailer profit for demand   and order 

quantity Q in the kth discount stage,

    ⋯ 

  = expected retailer cost for order quantity 

Q under no-discounts

  = expected retailer profit for order quan-

tity Q under no-discounts

  = expected retailer cost for order quantity 

Q under multiple discounts

  = expected retailer profit for order quan-

tity Q under multiple discounts

       = riskless profit under 

no-discounts 

       = riskless profit un-

der multiple disco-

unts

The previous newsvendor model under multi-

ple discounts did not consider shortage cost and 

salvage value, while our model considers those 

factors. Since the first   multiple discounts 

are profitable,  ≥     ⋯ , and  ≥

   ⋯ . We assume that   ,  ≥ 

  ⋯ , and  ∞  [3, 4]. Let  
  



 ,  

 ,  
  



 ,  
  



 ,         

 , and   




.

The retailer cost function for order quantity Q 

under demand x in the classical newsvendor pro-
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blem under no-discounts is given by

     ≥ 
.      (1)

The retailer profit function for order quantity 

Q under demand x in the classical newsvendor 

problem under no-discounts is given by

    ≥
 

.   (2)

When the positive shortage cost and salvage 

value are considered, the retailer cost for order 

quantity Q under demand x in the kth discount 

stage (    ⋯ ) is 
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In equation (3), the term  




  



  
indicates the cost of underestimating demand in-

creased during the first k discount stages and the 

term 



 
   

  

 



  indicates the cost of un-

derestimating demand increased during the next 

profitable discount stages.

The retailer cost of overestimating demand for 

order quantity Q under demand x in the kth dis-

count stage (   ⋯ ) is


      





  

 

 





         . (4)

In equation (4), the term     in-

dicates the cost of overestimating demand during 

the first   discount stages and the term 





  

 

 



  indicates the cost of overestima-

ting demand during the unprofitable discount 

stages up to   discount stages.

The retailer profit function for order quantity 

Q given a demand x in the kth discount stage 

is given by
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(5) 

When ≥, i.e.,  ,    . As 

compared with the profit function under the zero 

shortage cost and salvage value, the profit func-

tion during the profitable discount stages, i.e., 

  ⋯ , does not change even if positive 

shortage cost and salvage value are assumed, 

whereas the profit function during the unprofi-

table discount stages, i.e.,    ⋯ , changes 

due to positive salvage value. For    ⋯ , 

simplifying the equation for 
   leads to


  











       ⋯ 
          

     ⋯ 

(6)

From the above settings, the expected costs 

and profits for a specific order quantity Q under 

no-discounts and multiple discounts over all dis-

count periods are expressed as follows：
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2.2 Won’s Conjecture

The conjecture raised in Won [11] is that the 

expected profit under progressive multiple dis-

counts are consistently greater than or equal to 

the one under no-discounts for every order quan-

tity under the assumption of zero shortage cost 

and salvage value as far as her multiple dis-

counts do not decrease customer demand, that 

is, the following inequality holds for every order 

quantity Q：

≥.

The above conjecture justifies the newsven-

dor’s implementing progressive multiple discounts 

to customers in the sense that the newsvendor 

can improve the expected profit under multiple 

discounts even if she maintains her non-optimal 

order quantity under no-discounts. In this note, 

however, in addition to providing a rigorous proof 

of the above conjecture under the assumption of 

zero shortage cost and salvage value, we show 

that the conjecture still holds even if positive 

shortage cost and salvage value are assumed.

2.3 Derivative-Free Approach for the Proof

Khouja [3] found that 
 ≥

   for 

optimal order quantities 
  and 

  of the news-

vendor problems under no-discounts and multi-

ple discounts, respectively. Therefore, Won’s sta-

tement is much stronger than Khouja’s state-

ment. However, as can be seen in equations (7) 

through (10), direct approach attempting to prove 

the conjecture by comparing   with   

for every order quantity Q seems to be not so 

promising due to their complicated formulas. The 

most popular measure for the optimal order 

quantity of the newsvendor model is the critical 

fractile, which is the ratio based on the unit un-

derestimating cost of demand and the unit over-

estimating cost of demand, and the critical frac-

tile can be found by using derivatives. However, 

in this note we do not adopt the critical fractile 

in the course of proof because we attempt to 

prove the consistent advantage of progressive 
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multiple discounts over no-discounts for every 

order quantity rather than the optimal order quan-

tity alone. These are main reasons why we do 

not adopt derivative-based approach in order to 

prove Won’s conjecture.

3. Proof of the Consistent 
Advantage of Progressive 
Multiple Discounts

3.1 Riskless Profit

First, we provide an easy alternative proof of 

the consistent advantage of progressive multiple 

discounts over no-discounts in terms of the risk-

less profit. From equations (1) and (2), the sum 

of retailer cost and profit for order quantity Q 

under demand x in the classical newsvendor 

problem under no-discounts is given by

     . (11)

The expected value of the sum of retailer cost 

and profit for order quantity Q , called the risk-

less profit [6] or the maximum profit [1], for the 

newsvendor problem under no-discounts is giv-

en by

              

   .       (12)

From equations (3) and (5), for  , we have 


 

   ,    (13)

for    ⋯ ,


 

     , (14)

and for     ⋯ ,


 

    .     (15)

Instead of attempting to prove the consistent 

advantage of progressive multiple discounts over 

no-discounts by directly dealing the expected 

values of both problems in terms of the riskless 

profit, we attempt to prove it by closer examina-

tion of the profits and costs of both problems for 

any combination of x and Q.

Obviously, for  ,       

 . For   ⋯ , we have


 

      

≥  ≥.    (16)

The first and second inequalities immediately 

follow from the condition that    ≤  

    for    and the definition of   .

For    ⋯ , we have


 

    ≥.

Thus, we have proved that  ≥ , 

that is, the riskless profit under progressive mul-

tiple discounts is consistently greater than or 

equal to the one under no-discounts for every 

order quantity Q as far as  ≥    ⋯ . ■

From equation (16), an interesting finding can 

be addressed with regard to the equivalence of 

the expected cost minimization approach and the 

expected profit maximization approach for the 

newsvendor problem under progressive multiple 

discounts. It is well known that in the standard 

newsvendor problem the expected cost mini-

mization approach yields the same optimal order 
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quantity as the expected profit maximization 

approach. From equation (16), this statement also 

applies to the newsvendor problem under pro-

gressive multiple discounts with zero shortage 

cost and salvage value because the riskless profit 

given as    under zero shortage cost and sal-

vage value is constant for every order quantity 

Q. But the statement does not apply to the news-

vendor problem under progressive multiple dis-

counts with positive shortage cost and salvage 

value because the riskless profit varies as the or-

der quantity Q varies. This implies that if pos-

itive shortage cost and salvage value are consid-

ered the newsvendor seeking to maximize the 

expected profit under progressive multiple dis-

counts may find the optimal order quantity which 

is different from the optimal order quantity that 

the newsvendor seeking to minimize the ex-

pected cost finds.

3.2 Expected Profit

Our derivative-free proof technique for show-

ing the consistent advantage of the riskless profit 

under progressive multiple discounts over the 

one under no-discounts for every order quantity 

Q immediately motivates proof of the consistent 

advantage of the expected profit under pro-

gressive multiple discounts over the one under 

no-discounts for every order quantity Q since 

the information with which the newsvendor is 

concerned actually is the expected profit rather 

than the riskless profit.

Since 
     for any combination 

of x and Q such that ≥  and, therefore, it suf-

fices to show that 
 ≥   for any 

combination of x and Q such that , i.e., 

   ⋯ . 

For     ⋯ , we have

  
       

 

≥   

≥    

        .

The first and second inequalities hold because 

the smallest Q is at    from the condition that 

 ≤   for    ⋯   and . 

The conventional assumption that   is gen-

erally accepted because the unit salvage value of 

leftover inventory at the end of the sales period 

is quite low [8]. Because  ≥  for every i, the 

term in the parenthesis of the last equality is
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The last inequality follows from the condition 

that    for    ⋯ . Therefore, 


≥   for    ⋯ .

For    ⋯ , we have
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The last inequality follows since the smallest 

Q is at    from the condition that  
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   for    ⋯ . Here, the term in the 

parenthesis of the last inequality is 
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Therefore, 
 ≥   for    ⋯

. Because 
 ≥   for all k’s and any 

combination of x and Q, we thus have proved 

that ≥for any order quantity Q as 

far as  ≥    ⋯ . ■

It follows immediately that the optimal ex-

pected profit under progressive multiple dis-

counts is greater than or equal to the one under 

no-discounts. However, we cannot conclude that 

the consistent relationship between the expected 

profits also holds between the expected costs for 

every order quantity Q, i.e.,  ≤ .

It is interesting to notice from the above proof 

that the lower bound for the gap between 


  and    when considering positive short-

age cost and salvage value is less than the one 

for the gap between 
   and    when 

considering zero shortage cost and salvage value 

as far as  ≥     ⋯ .

4. Concluding Remarks

In this note, we have provided a complete proof 

of the consistent advantage of progressive mul-

tiple discounts over no-discounts in terms of 

both the riskless profit and the expected profit 

in the newsvendor problem. Our proof proceeds 

by closer inspection of the profits and costs of 

both problems without using derivatives. Previ-

ous newsvendor model under progressive multi-

ple discounts is extended with positive shortage 

cost and salvage value. Because our proof shows 

the consistent advantage of progressive multiple 

discounts for every order quantity as well as the 

optimal order quantity as far as her multiple dis-

counts do not decrease customer demand, the 

newsvendor can safely implement multiple dis-

counts for customers even if she may not order 

the optimal quantity due to the realistic restric-

tion such as budget or warehouse capacity limit 

as far as her multiple discounts do not decrease 

customer demand. As by-products from the 

proof of the conjecture, we have found：

• In the newsvendor model under multiple 

discounts with zero shortage cost and sal-

vage value, the expected cost minimization 

approach yields the same optimal order quan-

tity as the expected profit maximization ap-

proach since the riskless profit is constant 

for every order quantity.

• But in the generalized newsvendor model 

under multiple discounts extended with po-

sitive shortage cost and salvage value, the 

expected cost minimization approach may 

not yield the same optimal order quantity 

as the expected profit maximization ap-

proach since the riskless profit is not con-

stant for every order quantity. Such a prop-

erty of the newsvendor problem under pro-

gressive multiple discounts with positive 

shortage cost has never been addressed in 
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previous researches. 

• The lower bound for the gap between the 

expected profit of the newsvendor model 

under progressive multiple discounts and 

the one of the newsvendor model under no- 

discounts grows less as compared with the 

case of zero shortage cost and salvage value 

if positive shortage cost and salvage value 

are considered.

However, one question still remains unans-

wered rigorously. Does using progressive multi-

ple discounts yield always larger optimal order 

quantity than using no-discounts even if positive 

shortage cost and salvage value are considered? 

Providing the answer to this question is another 

future work to be done.
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